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Abstract. Last decade has seen the democratization of small sensitive devices. But text entry solutions remain faithful to the azerty
or qwerty layout or to the 12-key mobile phone keypad. We propose
SlideKey which is based on FOCL. It uses a linear keyboard whose layout changes according to probabilities. Key selection is operated with
the four directional keys. SlideKey integrates a preview of the two-next
layouts to ease user to planify his next interactions. Preliminary tests
show a not significant gain in performance when the preview is used.
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Introduction

With the use of Smartphones, soft keyboards are heavily used. But, before this
massive use on Smartphone, soft keyboards already existed on traditional computers. Used with a suitable pointing device, soft keyboards allow people with
motor disabilities to replace the physical keyboard. Thus, the soft keyboard
makes it possible to enter messages or text on the computer, and consequently,
to perform the same tasks as with a physical keyboard.
However, text input using these devices is often very slow. Indeed, these
systems being used by means of a cursor or a pointer, it is necessary to move
this cursor from one key to another to be able to enter the different characters.
Typing text on a physical keyboard can be done with 10 fingers. Therefore, if
fingers are well distributed above the keyboard, it is not necessary to move the
same finger from one key to another, but to use two separate fingers to enter
two successive characters. That’s why text input in physical keyboard is much
faster.
To compensate for this decrease in input speed, soft keyboards are often
coupled with word prediction systems. The most commonly used solutions are
to offer the user the most likely words in the form of a list displayed near the
soft keyboard [2]. However, these systems are only effective if the desired word
is present in the list. In any case, it is often necessary to enter several characters
before you can access the word in the list [3].
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To improve the input speed, one method is to use a character prediction system. This solution consists of predicting the next character. This makes it easier
to point the keys containing the most probable characters either by enlarging
these keys [1,6], by adding additional keys [7], or by increasing the speed of the
pointer according to its position [8]. But, this type of solution is mostly used for
single-switch scanning using a virtual keyboard [4]. This type of keyboard uses
a cursor that switches from one key to another automatically after a delay: for
example FOCL [5] or Sybil [10]. When the cursor is on the correct character,
the user validates the selection by means of a contactor. After each character
entered, the cursor is replaced at the beginning of the keyboard. Therefore, in a
single-switch scanning keyboard, without character prediction, if a character is
away from the cursor, the user will have to wait for the cursor to move to all keys
preceding the desired key. With a character prediction system, the characters are
rearranged on the keyboard after each user input, and the most likely characters
are positioned closest to the cursor. This limits the number of movements to be
performed.
However, the integration of dictionary raises many questions including the
cognitive overload induced by the visual inspection of the proposal, the different
way to display the proposals to ease navigation, etc. The advantage of such a
system resides on a gain higher than the cost that is induced or on a higher
user satisfaction. In a broader dialogue context, [11] has shown the benefits
of preview. This is important to reduce the cognitive overload caused by the
prediction system. Thus, we propose SlideKey a single-switch scanning keyboard
that combines a predictive system to a system of preview.
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SlideKey

SlideKey relies on FOCL the keyboard proposed by Scott MacKenzie [5]. Keys
are presented on a line in order of their probability of occurrence, taking into
account the last or the last two one characters. The selection is done using three
keys, two to move from left to right the cursor represented by a blue rectangle,
the third for validation.
SlideKey uses the principle of FOCL while distributing characters on a ring.
Figure 1 shows its basic layout. The prefix that represents the last six characters
entered is displayed in order to prevent the user from unnecessary looks to the
input area. ∀i ≤ 0, Li denotes the last entered letters. L0 is the last one, L−1
the previous one and so, on.
As FOCL, letters are presented using one line but they are distributed on
a ring. The set S of n letters actually used contains alphabetical characters
and the space character. The ring is partially visible: only eleven letters are
displayed to take into account the constraints of the small interactive devices.
∀j with j ∈ [1, n], L1,j denotes one possible letter of the keyboard. The current
letter is presented at the middle in the red selection frame (L1,1 in Fig. 1).
Unlike FOCL, it is fixed: the characters move (the ring rotates). The prefix and
the current letter uses a similar background color to facilitate the reading of the

word being typed. The choice is done with the left and right directions. The
down direction validates the current character and the top direction deletes the
last entered one.

Fig. 1. Basic layout of SlideKey (Color figure online)

We note:
– P (l, s) the probability of character l ∈ S to follow the suite of characters
s = (si )i∈N with si ∈ S − {space}.
– Lastk the last k entered characters. If one or more space characters occur in
the last four characters, we consider only the last characters from the last
space character.
When validating, the current character is added to the prefix and next possible characters are displayed from left to right from the selection frame. If Last4
is empty (at the beginning or after a space character), characters are displayed
in alphabetical order, the character ‘A’ first and space character at the end. On
the contrary, the more probable character is presented in the selection frame and
next ones are displayed in order of probability. We have:
n


P (L1,j , Last4 ) = 1

(1)

j=1

and
∀j ∈ [1, n − 1], P (L1,j , Last4 ) ≤ P (L1,j+1 , Last4 )

(2)

As the ring is closed, we find L1,n the least common character at the left of the
selection frame. In normal use, navigation should mainly use down and right. The
left navigation and the display at the left of the selection frame should be only
useful at the beginning of a word when characters are displayed in alphabetical
order and in case of exceeding the desired character.
When deleting a character, it is removed from the prefix and the letter most
likely to succeed to the corrected prefix is displayed as the new current one.
Figure 2 shows a screenshot of running SlideKey. The user as yet entered
the prefix “BONJO” and the system proposes the next characters. The most
probable, ‘U’, is displayed in the selection frame. Others, ‘N’, ‘I’, ‘E’, ‘T’, ‘L’, . . .
‘M’, ‘W’, ‘X’, ‘Z’, ‘space’, are displayed from left to right in order of probability.
SlideKey is based on the availability of a in-depth preview through two additional lines as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Running SlideKey (Color figure online)

Fig. 3. Basic layout of SlideKey with preview

The second line shows the arrangement in case of validation of the current
character L1,1 . We have:
n


P (L2,j , Last3 L1,1 ) = 1

(3)

j=1

and
∀j ∈ [1, n − 1], P (L2,j , Last3 L1,1 ) ≤ P (L2,j+1 , Last3 L1,1 )

(4)

The third line shows the arrangement in case of validation of the most probable character L2,1 . We have:
n


P (L3,j , Last2 L1,1 L2,1 ) = 1

(5)

j=1

and
∀j ∈ [1, n − 1], P (L3,j , Last2 L1,1 L2,1 ) ≤ P (L3,j+1 , Last2 L1,1 L2,1 )

(6)

With this preview, W the set of suites of characters that are viewable with
the in-depth preview is:
W =



{pref ixL1,1 L2,1 L3,j }

j∈[1,n]

 

{pref ixL1,1 L2,j }

j∈[2,n]

 

{pref ixL1,j }

j∈[3,n]

(7)
The prefix and the most probable character of each line uses the same background color to ease reading of pref ixL1,1 L2,1 L3,1 , the most probable suite of
characters.

Figure 4 shows a screenshot of running SlideKey with the in-depth preview.
When the current character is validated the second and third line move up and
the third line is replaced by the new prediction. Only one line is new for the
user. But if the current character is not the intended one, the second and the
third lines are useless: when the current character changes, the first line shifts
left or right and the second and the third lines change totally (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Running SlideKey with the in-depth preview (Color figure online)

Generally, with the dynamic layout the cognitive load is important. The
preview should allow anticipating the interaction to be performed to achieve the
desired characters but it can involve a visual and cognitive overload too. It is
difficult to quantify the influence of these parameters on the performance and
the user satisfaction without conducting an experiment in real situation.
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Experimentation

Participants - Height participants, two female and six male, participated in
the experiment. They ranged in age from 22 to 40. There were seven right-handed
and all are computer specialists.
Apparatus - The experiment was conducted on a Dell laptop running on windows. A joystick was attached to the system and was the only device used by
participants. We chose for this first experimentation to restrict us to a soft keyboard which contained only the 26 characters of the Latin alphabet and the space
character. Moving on the keyboard was made using the directional arrows of a
joystick. Experimental software including the keyboard and the prediction system was done in Java. Data collection was performed with the platform E-Assist
[9]. All data were saved in an XML file.
Design - Each subject had to perform two exercises of copy with SlideKey:
one with the preview and one without preview. For each exercise, the subjects
had to copy out 22 words which were the same for the two exercises. Words
were chosen as the most usually used in the maternal language of the users
and as to represent a maximum of different co-occurrences. Before each exercise,
subjects have a training session where they had to type 12 words with the system
proposed. We used a counterbalanced, within-subjects design.

Procedure - The word to be copied was presented on a line, and the word
being typed by the user appeared on the line below (Fig. 5). The text entry
errors were not displayed on the screen. Instead there was a visual and audio
feedback signaling the error and the strip did not move until the subject entered
the right character. At the end of each word, the participant had to enter the
space character.

Fig. 5. Experimental device
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Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows the mean time that participants have to type a word (MTword),
and more precisely the mean time to enter a character when this one is the most
likely (MTchar). On average, participants entered a word in 7756 ms without
the preview, whereas they needed only 7534 ms with the preview. Thus they
gain on average 3% of time with the preview relatively to SlideKey without preview. However, these results remain to be confirmed because the statistical test
performed (ANOVA) showed no significant differences between the two systems
(F = 0.59418 with p = 0.44133).
Table 1. Mean time (in ms) to input a word (MTword) and a character when it is the
most likely (M Tchar ).
Heading level

M Tword M Tchar

With preview

7.534

585

Without preview 7.756

691

However, a closer analysis shows significant differences between the two methods tested. The first significant difference is the input of a character which is
the best result of the prediction system. Indeed, after the validation of a character, the most likely character appears in the selection frame (red outline on
Fig. 6). With preview, before entering the current character, we can see which
character has the best chance of succeeding him in the yellow area just below
the selection frame. In this case, after entering the current character, the next

character is entered just by another tap on the down arrow of the joystick. We
see a significant difference (F = 42.164, p < 0.0001) between the time required
to input this character with SlideKey with preview and without preview (cf.
Table 1). On average, participants entered this character in 691 ms without the
preview, whereas they needed only 585 ms with the preview (that is to say that
text input time decrease on average 15.

Fig. 6. Mean time to enter a character according to its position on the line

Finally, we see in Fig. 6 that, depending on the character position on the line,
the system with preview is useful or not. The limit of the efficiency of preview
is the 5th character. This shows that the system of preview is useful when the
user can view the position of the next character. However, if the next character
to enter is not previewed (because too far down the prediction list), the preview
becomes more disruptive to the user.
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Conclusion

We presented SlideKey, a soft keyboard offering a preview of the two next character layouts to help the user with the following interactions. Preliminary tests
show that preview offers a significant gain when the most likely character indicated by the prediction is the character to enter. However, on all typed characters, even if a gain is observed, it is too small to be significant.
These results confirm our proposal for these preliminary tests. The prediction
module was reset for each word. Thus, the module n-gram was “underutilized” in
early word for lack of character. Hopefully better prediction results with phrases

and thus a significant gain. In addition, results show that the preview is useful if
the next character to enter is previewed. Then, we plan to increase the number
of characters at the right of the current one by reducing the space at its left.
These works will be tested later.
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